Calculation of Mineral Properties with the Electron Gas Model
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1. Introduction

An understanding of the thermodynamic and mechanical properties of minerals is necessary to explain the structure and dynamics of the earth's interior. Because of the difficulty in determining these properties experimentally at the extreme pressures and temperatures which exist within the earth, computer modeling can yield much information and insight.

The most rigorous methods of calculating the properties of a crystal involve solving the Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham equations for the periodic system, and have recently been applied to minerals such as MgO periclase [1, 2], SiO$_2$ quartz [3], SiO$_2$ stishovite [4, 5, 6, 7], Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ spinel [8, 9], and MgSiO$_3$ perovskite [10, 11]. However, the difficulty of these calculations increases rapidly with the size of the unit cell, and for more complex crystals the calculation times prohibit the use of large basis sets and full structure optimizations. Another method of calculating crystal properties uses parameterized force fields, where the parameters are obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations on small molecules or clusters. Such calculations have been carried out for silica and silicates by Tsuneyuki et al. [12] and van Beest et al. [13]. A disadvantage of this method is the ambiguity in determining certain parameters (such as atomic charges) which can vary considerably with the atomic environment [13].

The electron gas model is an alternative, non-empirical, method for the calculation of crystal properties. The electron gas model has the advantages
that it is more computationally efficient than the periodic Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham calculations, and does not have the ambiguity of the force field calculations. In the electron gas model the crystal is assumed to be made up of ions: The total crystal energy is obtained as the interaction energy of the ions in the crystal plus the self-energy of the ions. The self-energies of the ions are obtained by accurate Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham methods, and the interaction energy is obtained approximately with density functionals.

The present paper focuses on the application of the electron gas model to the calculation of mineral properties, particularly crystal structures, cohesive energies, electron densities, compressibilities, and pressure-induced phase transitions. The effects of partial covalent bonding, or equivalently the non-spherical distortions of the ions, on these properties are addressed.

2. Computational Method

2.1. THEORY

The electron gas model is characterized by three assumptions [14]:

1. The interaction energy $\Delta E$ is calculated with energy functionals of the electron density,

$$
\Delta E = \int \left\{ \epsilon[\rho(r)] - \sum_i \epsilon[\rho_i(r - r_{oi})] \right\}
$$

(1)

where $\epsilon$ is the density functional, $\rho$ is the electron density of the total system, $\rho_i$ is the electron density of the ion centered at $r_{oi}$, and the sum is over the interacting ions in the system. This calculation of the interaction energy would be exact if the exact density functional was known; however, only approximate density functionals are known.

2. The total electron density $\rho(r)$ is the sum of the electron densities of the ions $\rho_i$ in the system:

$$
\rho(r) = \sum_i \rho_i(r - r_{oi})
$$

(2)

This additive density approximation does not correspond to the antisymmetrized product of the ionic wavefunctions which give the densities $\rho_i$; however, the resulting electron density does correspond to some antisymmetrized (although unknown) wavefunction, and thus does not violate the Pauli exclusion principle [15]. If there were full variability in the $\rho_i$, any total electron density $\rho$ could be constructed and the additive density approximation would not limit the accuracy of the calculation. In practice, however, the limited variability in the ionic densities restricts the possibilities for the total electron density and thus the accuracy of the calculation.
3. The electron densities of the ions, \( \rho_i \), are obtained from accurate quantum mechanical calculations, such as Hartree-Fock or Kohn-Sham calculations, on the isolated ions. Changes in the ionic densities \( \rho_i \) due to the crystal environment can be incorporated by including a perturbative potential in the ionic calculation. The self-energy of the ion is calculated as the energy of the ion with the perturbed density (the energy does not include the perturbation energy) minus the energy of the gas phase, stable ion (For oxides, since \( \text{O}^{2-} \) is unstable in the gas phase, the reference ion is \( \text{O}^- \)).

2.2. APPROXIMATIONS

The electron gas model would give exact results if an exact density functional were used for the interaction energy, the ionic densities were fully variable so that any total density could be obtained by summing the ionic densities, and the calculation of the ionic self-energies were exact. In practice these conditions cannot be met and approximations must be used.

2.2.1. Density functionals for interaction energy

The exact density functionals for arbitrary electron densities are not known. The simplest approximate density functionals are those which are exact for the uniform electron gas [16, 17] (the correlation energy functional is known exactly for the uniform electron gas only in the limits of high and low electron densities; the correlation energy for intermediate densities can be obtained by interpolation between these limits [14]). To improve upon the uniform electron gas functionals, Waldman and Gordon introduced scaling coefficients which depend on the number of electrons in the system [18]. Although these scaled functionals increase the accuracy of electron gas model calculations, this increased accuracy is due somewhat to a cancellation of the error due to the approximate electron density [19]. Accurate non-local density functionals have recently been developed [20, 21, 22], which lead to more accurate calculations of interaction energies [19, 22].

2.2.2. Electron densities

In the simplest formulations of the electron gas model, gas phase ionic densities are used for the crystalline ionic electron densities [23]. However, to increase the accuracy of the model, changes in the ionic densities in response to the crystalline environment must be incorporated. The changes in ionic density are non-spherical in general, although a spherical ion approximation is valid when the ion is in a high symmetry position. Most of the earlier electron gas model calculations assumed spherical ions for simplicity; more recent work has been directed towards non-spherical distortions.
The changes in the ionic electron densities have been incorporated in three ways:

1. An electrostatic perturbation is included in the ionic calculation, the parameters of which are chosen to reproduce the electrostatic environment of the ion in the crystal. The electrostatic perturbation is a charged spherical shell for spherical ion calculations [24, 25], and a series of point charges for non-spherical ion calculations [26].

2. An electrostatic perturbation is included in the ionic calculation, the parameters of which are varied to minimize the total crystalline energy. By varying the parameters to minimize the total crystal energy, rather than to reproduce the electrostatic environment of the ion in the crystal, all factors which affect the electron density – including short range repulsions caused by overlap of the ionic densities – are taken into account, rather than just the electrostatic factors. These variational calculations have been carried out both for spherical [27] and non-spherical ions [28].

3. The effects of the other ions in the crystal are included directly in the Hamiltonian for the electronic structure calculation for the ion; the electron densities of the ions are obtained self-consistently as those which minimize the total crystalline energy. This method, which corresponds to the variational electrostatic perturbation method with an infinite number of variational parameters, has been applied in both the spherical ion approximation [29, 30] and the general non-spherical case [31].

In practice, since the cation electrons are more tightly bound than the anion electrons, the changes in the cation densities are small compared to the changes in the anion densities and are generally neglected [24].

2.2.3. Ionic self energies

When the Hartree-Fock method is used for the ionic calculation, the error due to the neglect of electron correlation is significant if the number of electrons in the crystal ion is different from that in the reference gas phase ion (this occurs for oxides, where the crystal ion is O$^+$ and the reference gas phase ion is O$^-$. Earlier electron gas calculations estimated the self-energy due to electron correlation [24], but in more recent calculations an accurate non-local correlation energy functional [32] was used to evaluate this part of the self-energy [28].

The basis set superposition error must also be accounted for when small basis sets are used (small basis sets are used in the distorted ion calculations [28, 31]; the basis sets are large enough so that this effect is negligible in the spherical ion calculations). A counterpoise method, in which the energy of
the gas phase ion is calculated with a basis set similar to that used in the crystal calculation, is used to minimize this error [28].

3. Spherical ion calculations of mineral properties

Many calculations of mineral properties have been carried out with spherical ion electron gas models. For example, early investigations of CaO predicted that the B1 phase would transform to the B2 phase at approximately 1 megabar [33]; later experiments substantiated this prediction [34]. Results for silica predicted that stishovite would transform to the CaCl$_2$ structure at megabar pressures [35]; subsequent experimental evidence suggested that this phase transition does in fact occur at approximately 1 megabar [36, 37]. Temperature and pressure dependences of the structural and elastic properties of simple oxide minerals have also been calculated [27, 38, 39, 40].

The spherical ion models, however, give poor results for crystals in which the anions occupy low symmetry positions, such as the silica polymorphs quartz and cristobalite, the silicate diopsidc, and the zeolite sodalite [41, 42, 43]. The non-spherical distortions are expected to be significant for anions in low symmetry positions; for example, in the quartz structure the oxygen anion has two neighboring silicon cations at an angle of 143° and the oxygen electron density is significantly distorted towards the silicon cations [44]. To obtain meaningful results for such crystals, non-spherical distortions of the ionic electron densities must be incorporated.

4. Distorted ion calculations of mineral properties

The results discussed below were obtained with a variational electrostatic perturbation for calculating the anion electron densities, and the scaled density functionals for calculating the interaction energies. These results have been presented in more detail elsewhere [28, 45, 46].

4.1. STRUCTURES AND COHESIVE EnergIES

Results for structural parameters and the cohesive energies of several partially covalent crystals are given in Table 1 (For the open structures, the most sensitive structural parameter is the cation-anion-cation bond angle; for close-packed systems, these angles are constrained by the packing, and the cation-anion bond length is the most sensitive parameter). For systems with open crystal structures, the structures and energies calculated with distorted ions are in much better agreement with experiment than those calculated with spherical ions. The improved structural results are due to smaller and more accurate cation-anion-cation bond angles, and the improved energetic results are due to the stronger bonds formed when charge
density moves into the bonding regions. For systems with close-packed structures, the structures are modeled well with both the distorted and spherical ion models, but the energies are calculated more accurately with the distorted ions.

### TABLE 1

Structural Results. Calculated results are from reference 28; experimental results are quoted from reference 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Structures</th>
<th>Cation-Anion-Cation Angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesive Energy (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exper.</td>
<td>distorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂ Quartz</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂ Cristobalite</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂Cl₅Si₆Al₅O₂₇</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodalite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeF₂ Quartz</td>
<td>-145</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Close-Packed Structures</th>
<th>Cation-Anion-Cation Angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesive Energy (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exper.</td>
<td>distorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂ Stishovite</td>
<td>1.81a</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.76b</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg₂SiO₄ spinel</td>
<td>1.66c</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.07d</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSiO₄ perovskite</td>
<td>1.79c</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ Rutile</td>
<td>1.98a</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.94b</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **a** 1 bond per oxygen ion
- **b** 2 bonds per oxygen ion
- **c** Si-O bond
- **d** Mg-O bond

### 4.2. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS

The valence electron density distributions of cristobalite, stishovite, spinel and perovskite are shown in Figure 1 (the electron distribution of quartz, which is not shown, is essentially identical to that of cristobalite). The non-spherical distortions are significant, and agree well with the results of crystalline Hartree-Fock calculations [47]. In general, there are approximately 0.3-0.5 electrons in the bonding regions, by Mulliken population analysis.
Fig. 1. Valence electron distributions, in the plane of the oxygen anion and the neighboring cations. The oxygen anion is centered at the origin, and the filled circles are the positions of the neighboring silicon cations. Contour lines are spaced at 0.5 electrons/Å³, and the length of the axes are 1.588 Å.
(a) Cristobalite, (b) Stishovite. Solid lines: crystalline Hartree-Fock calculation; Dotted lines: Electron gas model.
(c) Spinel, (d) Perovskite. Solid lines: Electron gas model.

The non-spherical distortions are as large in the close-packed stishovite structure as in the open cristobalite structure; therefore, stishovite is not significantly more ionic than cristobalite (or quartz). However, the distortions are smaller in the perovskite structure than in the cristobalite, stishovite or spinel structures, and so the bonding in perovskite can be considered more ionic than in these other structures.

The oxygen electron density in spinel is found to be polarized much more towards the silicon ion than towards the magnesium ions (the three neighboring magnesium ions are in the direction opposite to the silicon ion).
This result occurs because the extent of polarization is proportional to the electric field at the anion, and the electric field from a silicon ion (with a charge of +4 and at a distance of 1.66) is significantly greater than from a magnesium ion (with a charge of +2 and at a distance of 2.07).

4.3. STRUCTURAL CHANGES AT HIGH PRESSURES

As discussed above, whereas for open structures the zero-pressure structures are calculated more accurately with the distorted ion model than with the spherical ion model, for close-packed systems the zero-pressure structures are calculated just as well with the spherical ion model. In the same way, the distorted ion model leads to improvements in the compression at high pressures for open structures but not for close-packed structures. Although the agreement with experiment is reasonable for calculated changes in volume with pressure, the calculated structures are generally less compressible than observed experimentally (i.e., the bulk moduli are too high).

For example, Figure 2 shows the change in volume with pressure for quartz. The large compressibility is reproduced well with the distorted ion model, but poorly with the spherical ion model, because the change in volume is due primarily to the decrease in the Si-O-Si angle (the bond length varies only slightly) [48, 49, 50]. The bulk modulus, \( K \), and its pressure derivative, \( K' \), for quartz are \( K = 47 \) GPa and \( K' = 7.9 \) with the distorted ion model, \( K = 229 \) GPa and \( K' = 7.5 \) with the spherical ion model, and \( K = 34 \) GPa and \( K' = 5.7-6.2 \) experimentally [49, 50]. Therefore, the distorted ion model greatly improves the bulk modulus relative to the spherical ion model, but still overestimates the bulk modulus somewhat.

4.4. PRESSURE-INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS

4.4.1. Quartz to stishovite phase transition

As the pressure is increased, silica undergoes a phase transition from quartz to coesite at 3 GPa, which in turn transforms to stishovite at 8 GPa (for temperatures of 1000 K) [51]. Stishovite differs from quartz and coesite in that the silicon ions are coordinated to six oxygen ions in stishovite, as compared to only four oxygen ions in quartz and coesite. This increase in the coordination of the silicon ion allows a much denser structure, with an associated volume decrease of about 38% [52]. Although the equilibrium transformation of quartz to stishovite proceeds through the coesite intermediate phase, the coesite phase is ignored in the present calculations for simplicity.

The calculated enthalpies for silica in the quartz and stishovite phases are shown in Figure 3 as a function of pressure. The stishovite structure becomes more stable than the quartz structure at 3.5 GPa with the dis-
Fig. 2. α-Quartz structure as a function of pressure. Open squares: distorted ion electron gas model; open large circles: spherical ion electron gas model; open triangles: TTAM model; open small circles: pseudopotential plane wave calculations of Chelikowsky et al. [3]; filled triangles: experimental results of Glinneman et al. [48]; filled squares: experimental results of Leven et al. [49]; filled circles: experimental results of Hazen et al. [50]. The spherical ion electron gas model Si-O-Si angles are all greater than 160 degrees.
torted ion model, and at 21 GPa with the spherical ion model. In comparison, the experimental zero temperature transition pressure for the quartz to stishovite phase transition is estimated to be 5.5 GPa from thermodynamic data [53], and the transition pressure for the similar cristobalite to stishovite phase transition is calculated to be 6 GPa by periodic Hartree-Fock methods [54]. The non-spherical distortions improve the modeling of this phase transition by stabilizing stishovite with respect to quartz; the greater stabilization of stishovite occurs because the distortions strengthen three bonds per anion in stishovite, and only two bonds per anion in quartz (the bonds are significantly covalent in both structures, as shown above in the plots of the electron density distributions).
4.4.2. Stishovite to CaCl$_2$-type structure phase transition

Upon further compression, stishovite is believed to undergo further phase transitions, although these are not well understood. Analogous systems showed transitions from the stishovite-type (rutile) structure to the CaCl$_2$-type structure [55], which is a slight distortion of the stishovite structure; the stishovite structure is a special case of the CaCl$_2$ structure in which the lattice parameters $a$ and $b$, and the oxygen position parameters $x$ and $y$, are equal. Spherical ion electron-gas calculations first predicted that stishovite would transform to the CaCl$_2$ structure at megabar pressures [35], and evidence from subsequent experiments suggest that this phase transition occurs at approximately 100 GPa [36, 37].

The changes in the lattice parameters and the oxygen position parameters with pressure are shown in Figure 4. The distorted ion model predicts the phase transition to occur at slightly under 200 GPa, and although not shown, the spherical ion model predicts the phase transition to occur at 500 GPa. The distortion of the oxygen ions decreases the calculated transition pressure considerably, due to the interaction of the dipoles that form when the distorted anion moves out of the plane of the silicon ions. We note that the transition pressure with the distorted ion model is still somewhat larger than the pressure suggested by experiment [36, 37], and the pressures of 45 to 80 GPa obtained in periodic electronic structure calculations [4, 5].

4.4.3. Spinel to perovskite phase transitions in Mg$_3$SiO$_3$ and Mg$_2$SiO$_4$

The seismic discontinuity occurring in the earth’s mantle at a depth of 670 km is attributed to the phase transition from the spinel phase to the perovskite phase, and it is this discontinuity which marks the separation between the upper and lower mantle. Calculations were carried out of this phase transition in the Mg$_3$SiO$_3$ and Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ systems, which approximately model the composition of the mantle.

The results of the distorted ion calculations for the enthalpies relevant to this phase transition are shown in Figure 5a. At zero pressure, spinel is the most stable phase. At 24.5 GPa, the two-oxide assemblage (MgO periclase + SiO$_2$ stishovite) becomes stable, and remains stable to 31.5 GPa, at which point the perovskite phase becomes stable. The spinel to perovskite phase transition occurs at 26.0 GPa for the Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ stoichiometry, and at 27.0 GPa for the MgSiO$_3$ stoichiometry. These results are in good agreement with extrapolations to zero temperature of experimental results, which find the spinel to perovskite phase transition to occur at 27.4 GPa for the Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ stoichiometry and at 27.7 GPa for the MgSiO$_3$ stoichiometry, and also that the two-oxide assemblage is the most stable form in the pressure range 20.7 GPa to 28.0 GPa [50]. In contrast, the spherical ion results, shown in Figure 5b, are in poor agreement with the experi-
Fig. 4. CaCl$_2$ a, b lattice parameters as a function of pressure. When a = b, the CaCl$_2$ structure reduces to stishovite. Squares: distorted ion electron gas model; circles: TTAM model.

mental extrapolations. The inclusion of covalent bonding effects improves the results by stabilizing the spinel and stishovite structures relative to the perovskite and periclase structures – the anions were shown above to be significantly more distorted in spinel and stishovite than in perovskite.

5. Conclusions

The inclusion of non-spherical distortions of the ions, or equivalently covalent bonding effects, in the electron gas model leads to improved results for the properties of minerals. For crystals which have open structures, the structures, energies and compressibilities calculated with the distorted ion model are in much better agreement with experiment than those calculated with spherical ion model; the improved structures are due mainly to smaller and more accurate cation-anion-cation bond angles and the improved en-
Fig. 5. Enthalpies of phases in Magnesium Silicate system as a function of pressure, relative to the binary oxides (stishovite and periclase). (a) distorted ion electron gas model; (b) spherical ion electron gas model.
ergies are due to the stronger bonds formed when charge density moves into the bonding regions. For crystals which have close-packed structures, the structures and compressibilities are modeled well with the spherical ion model, but the energies are calculated more accurately with the distorted ion model. The distorted ion model leads to improved modeling of pressure-induced phase transitions, due to the more accurate calculation of the crystal structures, compressibilities and energies.

The effects of covalency on the quartz to stishovite phase transition in silica and the spinel to perovskite phase transition in magnesium silicates can be compared. Both of these phase transitions are from a phase based on tetra-coordinated silicon ions to a phase based on hexa-coordinated silicon ions. For the phase transition in silica, the inclusion of covalent effects reduces the transition pressure by over 15 GPa: stishovite is stabilized relative to quartz because it has more bonds, and the bonds are significantly covalent in both structures. In contrast, for the magnesium silicate phase transition, the inclusion of covalent effects increases the transition pressure by 20 GPa: although there are more bonds in perovskite than in spinel, spinel is stabilized more because the bonds are more covalent in spinel than in perovskite.
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